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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field and G a subgroup of GL(n, K). Then G acts on the polynomial 
ring in n variables over K. The 14th problem of Hilbert asks if the ring of G- 
invariant polynomials is finitely generated as a k-algebra. In [13] Nagata gives 
a counter example to the 14th problem and surveys many of the known positive 
results. Since the appearance of [13] Haboush [8] has shown that the 14th 
problem has an affirmative answer when K is an infinite field of positive charac- 
teristic and G is a reductive linear algebraic K-group. 
A current survey of the cases in which the 14th problem has an affirmative 
solution would now include the following: 
(i) G is finite and K arbitrary, 
(ii) G is reductive and K arbitrary 
(iii) G = G, the additive group and when either k C @ or the map 
G - GL(n, K) factors through a representation of SL(2, K). 
If the representation of G, on V factors through an SL(2, k) representation, 
then the action of G, on V is called fundamental. Seshadri in [6] gives a proof of 
(iii) for fundamental representations and shows that every representation of G, 
in characteristic zero is fundamental. In [4] an example was given showing that 
representations of G, in positive characteristics need not be fundamental. 
Moreover, the representations of G, is positive characteristics are seemingly 
quite complicated due to the various ‘twist’ which arise from additive functions 
in positive characteristics. 
This paper studies the 14th problem for G = G, , hereafter refered to as 
Weitzenbock’s problem, from an algebro-geometric point of view. In the main, 
our approach is inspired by that of Zariski [17]. If V is any normal affine variety 
with coordinate ring S and K a subfield of k(V) containing k, then one can ask 
if S n K is finitely generated over k. In [17], Z ariski shows how to associate to 
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(V, K, k) a normal projective variety P and an effective Weil divisor D on P 
such that A,[D] = r(X - D, 0,) = S n K. He proved that if D is ample, 
or more generally, if 1 D 1 has no base points, then ax[D] is finitely generated 
over k. In section 2 of this paper we associate to a given G,-module V, a PI- 
bundle $: P + Y over a quasi-affine base Y and an effective relatively ample 
cartier divisor D on P such that I’(P - D, 0,) maps onto KIV,,lGa. If Y were 
not only quasi-afline, but affine, this would give immediately that KIV,lGa is 
finitely generated. However, we do have that r(Y, Or) is finitely generated and 
our Theorem 2.5 reduces Weitzenbock’s problem to a question of the structure 
of P-bundles over quasi-affine varieties. 
In [13], Nagata reinterpreted Zariski’s methods in terms of ideal transforms 
of integral domains. In section 3 an explicit domain B and ideal I of B are 
constructed so that the ideal transform T(B, I) = KIVt,lG~. Theorem 3.1 gives 
sufficient conditions to guarantee that T(B, 1) is finite. These conditions include 
the “generic case”: an ideal generated by three relatively prime elements in a 
factorial ring has depth 3. 
Finally, in section 4 we briefly describe a projective version of section 2 which 
is in the spirit of both Zariski’s original approach and more recent work of 
Goodman [6] and Goodman-Landman [7]. 
Section 1 is devoted to generalities on G,-actions, many of which have 
appeared or will appear elsewhere ([5], [4]). 
We now fix our terminology. All schemes will be reduced algebraic k-schemes, 
with k a fixed algebraically closed field. A variety is a separated integral scheme. 
Almost all schemes appearing after section 1 will be varieties. All algebraic 
groups are assume to be affine algebraic varieties. For any irreducible scheme X 
we identify r(X, 0,) with the subring of everywhere defined rational functions 
in K(X)- the function field of X. Unless otherwise stated, ‘points’ will mean 
closed points. 
1. GENERALITIES ON G,-ACTIONS 
In this section we record some results on G,-actions which will be used 
throughout our investigations. Recall that if X is a scheme on which the algebraic 
group G acts, then a pair (Y, 4) consisting of a scheme Y and a morphism Q: 
X---f Y is a geometric quotient of X by G, denoted X mod G, if the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) q is open and surjective 
(ii) q&?dG = OY 
(iii) q is an orbit map; i.e., the fibers above closed points are orbits. 
Note that by (ii), q-l(U) is a G-stable open subscheme of X for any open 
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subset Lr of Y; hence, by (i), if V is closed and G-stable in X then q(V) is 
closed in Y. (cf. [12; p. 41). 
Let X be a scheme on which the group G acts. We say the action of G on X 
is locally trivial if each point of X lies in a G-stable open neighborhood U which 
is G equivariantly isomorphic to G x Y for some scheme Y. 
THEOREM 1.1 [5; Proposition 3, Theorem 71. Let X be a normal quasi-afine 
variety on which G,-acts nontrivially. Assume that either S is an open subscheme 
of a factorial afine variety or that the action of G, on X is proper; that is, the 
morphism @: G, x X-+X x X, given by @(g; x) = (gx, x), is proper. Then if 
the action of G, on X is locally trivial, a universal geometric quotient Y = X 
mod G,L exist. Moreover, Y is quasi-afine. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Under the assumptions of theorem 1.1, the quotient morphism 
q: X ---f Y makes X a principal fiber bundle over Y with group G, . If X is contained 
in a factorial afine variety, then I’(X, 0,) and I’( I’, Or) are factorial domains. 
Proof. Let X = Uy=, Xi , where each Xi is a G,-stable open affine sub- 
variety of X and each Xi E G, x Yi for some affine variety Yi . Recall that 
q: 2X - I- is a principal fiber bundle if q is flat and of finite type and @: G, x X 
-+ S >, yX given by @(g, x) = (g x x is an isomorphism. Since X, ‘v G, x Yi , ) 
and I’(S, , O,,) ‘v F(Yi , O,,)[T] is a polynomial extension, q is clearly flat 
and of finite type. 
Now @ is an isomorphism if and only if it is so on @p’(U) for every open 
subvariety 7J of any open cover of X x & Since {X, X rXj: 1 < i, j < n} is 
an open cover of X x rX, it suffices to show ai3: G, x X< n Xi + Xi x rXj 
are isomorphism for all pairs i, j where Qzj is the restriction of di. Let gi: Yi --f Xi 
be the section of X-, determined by a fixed G,-equivalent isomorphism T<: 
Xi % G, L: Y, , i.e. cri(y) = 7i1(0, y). Let p, denote the composition Xi q7c 
G, x I; +prl G, . Then the inverse to Qzj is given by (x2 , .vJ) + (Pj(xj) - P3(xi), 
x3). (cf. [14, No. 31). 
The second assertion of the corollary follows from the fact that if XC V and V 
is factorial, then either I’(X, 0,) = I’(T/, , 0,) for some f e T(V, 0,) or 
I-(X, 0,) = qv, 0,). I n either case, I’(X, 0,) is factorial. Then, since 
I’(Y, Or) -= r(X, OX)Ga by [15; p. 2201, I’(Y, Or) is also factorial by [ll; 
Lemma 11. This completes the proof. 
We record the next lemma for use in section 3. It is probably well known 
but we could find no appropriate reference and proved it here since it is in the 
spirit of our present discussion. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let X and Y be varieties on which the algebraic group G acts. 
Let V (resp. W) be a geometric quotient of X (resp. Y). Assume that V and W are 
separated over k. If f: ;Y - Y is a proper G-equivariant morphism, then the 
induced map g: V + W is proper. 
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Proof. Since V and Ware separated, it suffices to show that for all T -+ W 
the projection map T x wV --tPr T is closed. 
Let G act trivially on T. Then in the commutative diagram below all mor- 
phisms are G-equivalent: 
XxwT-Xxy(YxwT) ‘Xl l Yx,T. 
QzXlr 
1 1 
P"Xl=rPr 
V x wT 
OXlr 
FWX~TNT 
If C is closed in V x wT then C’ = (qx x lr)-l(C) is closed and G-stable in 
X x wT. Hence C” = (f x l)(C’) is closed and G-stable in Y x wT. Since 
W = Y mod G, (qr x lr)(C”) = (g x l=)(C) is closed in W x wT E T. 
COROLLARY 1.4 (12; p. 40). If X is proper over k and Y = X mod G exist, 
then Y is proper over k. 
DEFINITION. Let V be a$nite dimensional vector space over k on which G, acts 
linearly; i.e. via a homomorphism (of algebraic groups) G, + GL( V). We say that 
Weitzenbock’s theorem holds for V or, more briej?y, (WT) holds for V ;f the ring 
of G,-invariant polynomial functions on V is Jinitely generated. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let V and W be Jinite dimensional vector spaces with linear G, 
actions. Let G, act diagonally on V x W. Then, if (WT) holds for V x W, it also 
holds for V. 
Proof. Since the actions of G, on V and W are linear, there exist fixed points 
v,, E V and w0 E W. The closed immersion of V in V x W given by v + v x w,, 
is then G,-equivariant; and, so is the projection P,: V x W--f l’. Since the 
composition if the identity, we have P( V, O,)Ga + r(V x W, OyxW)Ga -+ 
I’(V, O,)G~ is also the identity. Hence F(V x W, O,,,)G~ finitely generated 
implies r(V, O,)Ga finitely generated. 1 
We fix now, once and for all, a four dimensional vector space W E A2 x AZ. 
If y1 , zr , yz , z2 are the affine coordinates for W, we define the action of G, on 
W by the formulas 
t ‘Yt +yi + tq 
t . .zi - xi all t E G, 
for i = 1,2. We put h = ylz, - yzzI E r( W, OW)Ga. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let X0 be a factorial afine variery on which an action of G, is 
given. Let X, = X0 x Wand let G, act diagonally on XI . Let X be the complement 
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in XI of the locus defined by x1 = x2 = 0. Then X is G&able, the action of G, 
on X is locally trivial and a universal quotient Y = X mod G, exist. 
Proof. Note that X = (X&r u (Xl),l . Since t * yi = yi + tz, , (X& is 
trivial (cf. [5; Lemma 51). The lemma now follows from Theorem 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let X0 be a normal afine variety with coordinate ring 
R = I’(,y,, , OxO). Let G, act trivially on X,, and diagonally on Xi = X,, x W. 
Then D-k-, , OxJo” = R[z, , z2 , h]. 
Proof. Put A = R[x, , x2 , h]. Clearly A C I’(Z, 0,). Let X = X, - 
k’(-% > 4 = (Xl)Zl ” Flh2 . Then, as in the proof of lemma 1.6, X is locally 
trivial so that a quotient Y exist as a scheme. Put U, = X1 - x;l(O) and U, = 
Xa - 2$(O). If Yi = U’r mod G, and Ya = Ua mod G, , then Y1 and Ya are 
affine. Note that Ui = Spec ASI[yJ since ya = (h - ylzz)/zl . It follows that 
r(Y, , 0,J = (Az,[yI])G* = AZ1 . In particular, the canonical morphism 
I’ - Spec ,4 restricts to an open immersion on Yi . Similarly, I’( Ya , Or*) = AZ8 
and Ya -+ Spec A is an open immersion. In particular, Y +r Spec A is birational 
and vizably quasi-finite. 
We claim that Y is separated, i.e. Y is a variety. Assuming this has been 
established, we then have, by Zariski’s main theorem, that 7 is an open immer- 
sion, since Y = Yr U Yz is normal. But the image of Y in Spec A is the com- 
plement of the variety defined by the prime ideal (xi , za) in A = R[x, , x2 , h] 
(prime because A is a polynomial ring over R in the three variables zi , za , 
and h). Since depth (zi , za) = 2, it f o 11 ows from the normality of A that A = 
F(Y-, 0,) = r(X, O,)Ga. But the complement of X has codimension 2 in Xi 
so that J’(X, 0,) = r(Xr , Ox:) and the proposition follows. 
It remains to prove that Y is separated. By Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to 
show that @: G, x X -+ X x X is proper. We claim that @ is a closed immer- 
sion. Since X = U, v U, , X x X is covered by the open aflines {Vi x Ui; 
1 < i, j < 2). Then @-l( Vi x U,) = G, x Uj n U, so + is affine. In terms of 
rings the map @ is given by 
8: k[UJ @ k[U,] --f k[Ui n Ui][t] 
where O(f @ g) = (f . t)g with (f . t)(x) = f (tx). But if f E k[ U, n UJ, then 
f = h/qrzjS, so f = B(l/z,r @ h/z,“) since l/zi’ is invariant. Since t . yJzi = 
yl/zL + t, it follows that e(y,/x, @ 1 - 1 @ yJzJ = t. Hence tJ is surjective 
and @ is a closed immersion, hence, proper and the proposition is proved. 
COROLLARY 1.8. K[qGa = k[z, , za , h]. 
Proof. Take X,, = Spec k in the above proposition. 
Now fix a finite dimension vector space V,, over k with linear G,-action; i.e. 
a finite dimensional G,-module. Then as in [4] we can choose a basis for V,, in 
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such a way that, if S( V$)-the symmetric algebra of the dual V$ of I’,- is identi- 
fied with the ring of polynomial functions on V,, , then the action of G, on 
S(V$) = k[x, ,.,., xn] is given by 
t * xi = xi + -f c&(t)x, 1 <i<n-1 
k=i+l 
t * x, = x, 
for all t in G, . A straight forward verification shows that for each i, 1 < i < 
n - 1, G&l satisfies the identity 
Ui,i+& 4 4 = %+1(t) + 4,i+1N, 
i.e., each u,,~+~ is a additive function on G, . 
Put V = V,, x W and let G, act diagonally on V. If X1 = V - zyr(O), 
Xa=V-z~l(0)andX=X,~X,,thenbyl.l Y=XmodG,existand 
Y1 = X1 mod G, and Ys = X, mod G, are affine. We now compute k[Y,]. 
Since Xi = Spec K[V][l/z,] and yi/q is an element of G,-order 1, i.e. t * (y,/zi) 
= yr/xr + t, we have as in [5], that Yi c1 X1 n (ye’). Moreover, the map 
pl: G, x Yl + Xl given by 
@,YP-+ t ‘Y 
is an isomorphism with inverse 
Now K[X, n y;‘(O)] = k[x, ,..., x, , z1 , z, , ya , 1 /zJ. Then the isomorphism 
induced by p1 , say 0, identifies k[X,IGa = k[Y,] with Fk[x, ,..., x, , yz , z1 , 
xs , l/yi]. The map 8-l is given by F(x,)( p) = x,(v,( p)) = q(yl/zl( p), 
-YJ%(P> * PI h ence F(xJ = x, + Cksi+i a,(-y,/x,)x, = fi andf, E K[Y,] = 
k[X,IGa. Write fi = FJ .z:l with Fi and zl relatively prime k[V]. Then by [15; 
p. 2201, Fi is invariant. We obtain in this way invariants Fl ,..., FnPl , x, , z1 , z2 
and h, since h/x, = e-1( ys). Indeed, F( ya) = yz - ( yl/.zl)zz = h/z, . It follows 
that 
(*) k[Y,l = k[WG~ = k px , . . . . F,-, , x, ,zl ,z2, h, +]. 
Similarly we can compute k[Y2] from the action to get 
(**I h [G, ,..., G-,,x,,~,,~,,--h,$1. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let i be u$xed integer, 1 < i < n - 1. If xi is not invuriant, then 
there exist a positive integer di such that the following conditions hold: 
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(i) x3Fi - z$Gi = Pi with Pi E k[q+, ,..., x, , z1 , z2 , y1 , y2] 
(ii) Pi is an invariant polynomial 
(iii) Pi is divisible by h = ylzz - yzx, and 
(iv> z1 , z2 and P, are pairwise relatively prime. 
Proof. Suppose t . xi = x, + Czi+, a&t)x, . Let CZiK(t) = C$ &,tp, 
where the & are in K. Then fi = Fi = FJzfi = xi + CiE=i+, a&-y,/z,)xg . 
If dl = max,(degree a,,(t)), then clearly zffi E K[V]. Similarly, z.$Gi E K[V]. 
Now if e, < di then z1 divides zp Fi . But 
and in k[V] = k[x, ,..., x, , z1 , ze , y1 , ys], zr divides the polynomial if and 
only if it divides the coefficients of xi , xi+1 ,..., x, . If aiK(t) has degree di , 
then x~*aiK(-yJaJ = (-yr)“~ + xift f or some polynomial fi and clearly this 
is not divisible by z, . Hence e, = di . 
Now the coefficient of xi in .&F, is .z.$z~i which is also the coefficient of xi in 
$GL . The first two assertions now follow since Fi , Gi , z1 , zrs are invariants. 
We consider now the coefficient of xK , K > i + 1, in Pi . Using the definition 
given in (i) we have 
For any p, zzuyly - yz~zly is divisible by h so (iii) holds. 
Finally, considering again the coefficient of the xK we see that z1 divides 
(zlzJd*-~ provided p # di . When p = di we have z$y$ - yi”zfi which is 
vizably not divisible by zr (since the second term is and the first term is not !) 
A similar argument shows that zs does not divide Pi so (iv) holds. a 
We fix a V,, and V = V,, x W from now on. Note that K[x, ,..., x, , z1 , zs , 
yi , yz] C k[V] is a G,-stable subring. Geometrically it corresponds to the 
comorphism associated to the G,-equivariant projection of 5’ onto the last 
n + 3 coordinates. 
For the remainder of this paper we make the following 
Assumption. The ring of R = K[xs ,..., x, , z1 , z2, yl, yslGa is finitely 
generated over K. 
Our attention will turn now to conditions under which, granting the assump- 
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tion, the property (WT) holds for V. Later we shall wish to distinguish (WT) 
for V, versus (WT) for V = V,, x W. When this occurs we shall say (WTE) 
hold for V,, if (WT) holds for V, x W. By lemma 1.5 (WTE) for V,, implies 
(WT) for V,, . We do not know whether the converse holds (cf. Section 3). 
2. WEITZENBOCK'S PROBLEM VIA PROPER MORPHISMS 
In this section we show how to translate the property (WT) on V = V, x W 
into properties of a certain relatively ample cartier divisor D on a P-bundle 
associated to V. 
Let x be the open subscheme of V which is the complement of the locus 
x1 = x2 = 0. We write 2, = 2 - z:‘(O) and & = 8 - z$(O) so that 
J? = z1 u x, . By lemma 1.6 the quotient X = 2 mod G, exist and is quasi- 
affine. We denote by X1 and X, the image of x1 and 2, in X. Note that lemma 1.6 
gives that x$ N G, x Xi i = 1,2 and from (*) and (**) that r(X, , Ox1) = 
N4 ,..., F,-l , x, I z1 , z2 , 4 and Wh , %z> = 4G ,..., K1 , x, , x1 , x2, 4. 
If A denotes r(X, 0,), then A = r(X, OZ)~~ = k[ VIGa since z,k[ V] + z2k[ V] 
has height two in k[V] (cf. [13]). Hence, A is the ring of G,-invariant functions 
on V. Similarly, if P is the open subscheme of Spec k[xz ,..., x, , z1 , y1 , y.J which 
is the image of x under the projection map, then Y = P mod G, exist and 
is embedded (canonically) in Spec R as the open scheme whose complement is 
the locus z1 = z2 = 0. We define analogously Y1 and Yz so that Y = Y1 u Y2 
and r(Yz , 0, ) = R[l/zJ, i = 1,2. 
The projectjon map V + Spec k[x, ,..., x, , z1 , z2 , y1 , y2] is G,-equivariant 
so induces a canonical morphism X +D Y. Note that the comorphism 0: 
r(Y, 0,) + r(X, 0,) is just the inclusion of R into A. Moreover, using 
(*)and(**)ofsection 1 itiseasilyseenthatA[l/zJ = R[l/zl][FI] andA(l/z2] = 
W4GI~ 
Now define the subscheme P of PR2 = Pk2 x Spec R by 
where u,, , u1 , u2 are homogeneous coordinates on Pk2. Let 4: P1 -+ Spec R be 
the restriction of the second projection to Pl. Let H be the (relative) hyperplane 
in P,a defined by u2 = 0. Then it is immediate that PI - His the affine scheme 
Spec B, where B g R[x, y]/(z$x - $1~ = PI). By lemma 1.9 iv, zldx - 
zzdy - PI is a prime element in the factorial ring R[x, y]. Moreover, B[l/q] g 
W~IIIM and BW21 = Whl[~l- Th en the lemma 1.6 gives B[l /.zl) N 
A[l/z,] and B[ 1/x2] N A[1 /z2]. We can then identify X, and X2 with open 
afie subschemes of P1 - H. The identifications are obviously compatible on 
X, n X, so that we can and will identify X with an open subscheme of the 
affine scheme Spec B. 
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Let P = $-l(Y) and d enote by 4 the restriction of 4 to P. Then we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The morphism 4: P -+ Y is a faithfully jlat surjection and 
(P, 4) is a P$-bundZe over Y. Moreover, I,F( Yi) E [FD,l x Yi for i = 1,2. In 
particular P is smooth over k. 
Proof. Put Pi = #-l(Yi), i = 1, 2. Then P, , say, is defined in P2 x Yr by 
the equation 
or equivalent by 
Since the matrix 
Z2dU0 - ZldUl - Pu, = 0. 
Ul - (z2/Zl)dU0 + P/z,%, = 0. 
I 
1 +2/d” Wld 
0 1 0 0 0 1 I 
lies in GL(r(Y, , OrI)) it follows that u; = ui - (~,/z~)~u~ + (P/zld)u2 , u,, and 
u2 also form a system of homogenous coordinates on @, . Relative to these 
coordinates PI is defined by ui = 0 which is isomorphic to P,l x Yi . Similarly, 
Pz N [Fp,l x Y2. 
It follows immediately that z/ is faithfully flat and surjective. The smoothness 
assertion follows from [I ; VII, 4.81 and the proof is complete. 
Now let H be the (relative) hyperplane in PR2 defined by u2 = 0 and put 
D = H n P. We then have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The subvariety D of P is the support of an ample relative 
divisor. Moreover, P - D is quasi-afine and isomorphic to X. 
Proof. It follows from the definition that D, = D n z,-‘( Yi) is defined by 
u2 = 0 so is the support of a very ample divisor relative to $1: Pkl x Yr --+ Yr . 
Similarly, D, = D n P2 is very ample relative to #/Pkl x Y2 . It follows then 
by [3; II, 4.641 that D is relatively ample. 
Since P - D C P’ - H and since P’ - H is atline, P - D = I,-‘(Y) n 
(P’ - H) is open in an affine scheme so quasi-affine. Now $-I( YJ n (P’ - H) = 
Spec B[ l/a*] = Xi . Hence 
p(Y) n (P1 - H) = [#-l(Yl) u $-l(Y,)] n (P’ - H) = Xl u X2 = X. a 
Let O,(D) be the invertible sheaf defined by the cartier divisor D on P. Our 
next task is to exhibit the relationship between sections of O,(D) and invariant 
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functions on V. Recall that A = k[VjG*. Since A C k[ V] we can write any 
element f  in A in the formf = a,xln + ... + a, , a, # 0 with a, E k[xa ,..., x, , 
a1 , za , yr , ya] for 0 < i < rz. I f  t E G, is arbitrary, then write t . f  = bmxr” + 
. . . + b, . Since the action of G, is linear, m = rz. Since t . f = f, we must also 
have b, = t . a, so a, is invariant. I f  f = anxln + ... + a,, , we write degzl f = n. 
LEMMA 2.3. For each positive integer r let A,. = {f e A: deg,r f < r}. Then 
A, is a$nitely generated R-s&module of A. 
Proof. We argue by induction on r. I f  r = 0, then A,, = R and the result 
is trivial. Assume that the lemma holds for all r’ < r. Put N’ = {a E R 1 there 
existfEA,withf =uxZr+ ... + a, and a # 01. Put N = N’ u (0). Then N 
is an ideal of R and so is finitely generated. Let a, ,..., a, generate N and let 
fi , . . . , fs be element in IV’ whose leading coefficients are respectively a, ,. . . , a, . 
Then iffgAA,, f=b,x; +...+b,, with b,#O, write b=&ciaj. It 
follows that h = f - XI=; cjfj E A and deg,,h < r. Then h E A,-, which is 
finitely generated. Therefore A, = A,-, + &fjR and the lemma is proved. 
We now give the relationship between sections of O(rD) and elements of A. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For each positive integer r. 
HO(P, O,(rD)) = A,. . 
Proof. A section f E HO(P, O(rD)) is just a rational function on P - D such 
that (f ) + rD > 0. Let D, and D, be the restrictions of D to PI and Pz . Then 
Di is the hyperplane at infinity, us = 0, on Pi = P,’ x Y, . It follows that if, 
say, fi denotes the restriction off to PI , thenfl~Wl - D, %J = WG, OX,) 
= R,JFJ. Since (f ) + rD, > 0 and D, is’ the hyperplane at infinity, the 
degree of fi in FI over R[l/.zJ is at most r. This says that for some positive 
integer m, zlmf = g, = aTFIT + ... + a, . Since f E r(P - D, 0,) = r(X, 0,) 
- A, we can write f = brnxln + ... + b, . Using the equality zlmf = g, and 
equating the coefficients of x1, it follows that degzlf < r so that HO(P, O,(rD)) 
C A,. . 
Conversely suppose f c A, . Then f E A C A[l/q] = R[l/z,][F,]. Write 
f = arxlr + ..* + a, . Then f = fi/z,m where fi E R[F,] so zl”f = fi and fi = 
b31’ + ... + b, . Similarly zzmf = fi = c,Gi7 + *.a + co . Then fi (respectively 
fJ is in HO(P, , OpI(rD)) (respectively H”(Pz , OpI(rD)). Since f = fi/zlm = f,/zzm 
and P - D = (PI - D) u (Pz - D) it follows that (f) + rD > 0. Since 
f E A, f E HO(P, P,(rD)) hence A, C H”(P, O,(rD)). 1 
Summing up, we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 2.5. The following are equivalent: 
(a) (WTE) holds for V. . 
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(b) Thue exist an integer r > 0 such that for all n 3 Y, the image of the 
canonical map 7,: HO(P, O,(rD))@” + HO(P, O,)(nrD)) is surjective. 
Proof. We know that (a) holds if and only if A = P(X, 0,) is finitely 
generated over k, and so, also over R. Assume that (a) holds and let fi ,..., fn 
generate A over R. Let r = rnaxiGJGm (degzlfj). Then each fj lies in 
HO(P, O,(rD)). I f  f~ HO(P, O,(nrD)), then f  is a polynomial in fr ,..., fn with 
coefficients in R. Write f  = C a(,) f  ‘;1 ... fk. Then deg,f < nr implies we 
can choose ali, E R and multi-exponents (il ,..., i,) such that f  = C aii, f  :1 ... f  2 
and Cj ij < n. This says that f  is in the image of HO(P, O,(rD))@ so 6) holds. 
Suppose now that (b) holds. Let A, be the R-subalgebra of A generated by 
HO(P, O,,(rD)). I f  f  E A, then f  E A,, for some 71 3 0. If  n = 0, then f  E R C A, 
so assume n > 0. Now f’” E A,, = HO(P, O,(nrD)) so can be written as the 
image of an element of HO(P, O,(rD))@‘“, i.e. f  nr E A,. This says A is integral 
over A, . By lemma 2.4 A, is finitely generated over R hence over K so A is 
finitely generated over K. 
Remark. Theorem 2.5 shows that if the system (4, P, Y, D) satisfies (b), 
then (WTE) hence (WT) holds for V, . Note that if Y were not merely quasi- 
affine but affine, then (b) would be automatic. Indeed, in the affine case there 
is a TN-surjection (cf. [3, II, 3.41) of graded rings 
R[To ,..., TN1 -+ LI HOP, WOW) 
n>O 
for suitable r. > 0, where the image of Ti , 1 < i < N generate HO(P, O(rD)). 
Returning now to the P1-bundle (4, P, Y, D) associated to V, , we note 
that the modules HO(P, O(rD)) are not only finitely generated, but also torison 
free (being submodules of A). The following proposition says that even more 
is true. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For eachpositive integer II, the R-module A, = HO(P, O(nD)) 
is reyexive. 
Proof. By [2; Exercise 24, p. 5781, A, is reflexive if and only if it satisfies 
the following property: 
Given a, b in R with depth,R = 2, then depth,A. = 2. 
Let (a, b) be an R-sequence of length 2. If  4 is a minimal over ideal of aR + bR 
then (a, b) is an R, sequence. If  4 does not contain zr or z2 , then, by 2.5 (proof), 
(A& = A, @JR R, is free so that (a, b) is sequence of length two on (A.), . 
Suppose Q contains both zr and za . Then depth(A,), = 2 if zr , za is an (A,)@ 
sequence by [lo; 15.G]. 
To see that zr , za is an (A& sequence it suffices to show (zi , .zJ is an (A,) 
sequence by [lo; 15.G]. Let f  E A, with x,g = .zJ for some g in A, . Since A 
is factorial and A, C A, z2 divides each of the coefficients. Hence f  = za f’ and 
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it is easily seen that f’ E A, . Then g = zrf’ so g E zlAn and (zr , za) is a 
sequence on A, . 
We can now add to the conditions given by Theorem 2.5 the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.5 are also equivalent 
to the following condition: 
(b’) There exist an integer y  > 0 such that for all n > 1, the image of the 
canonical map HO(P, O(rD))@ + H”(P, O(nyD)) is a rejexive R-module. 
Proof. Since (b) of Theorem 2.5 together with 2.6 imply (b’) it suffices to 
show (b’) implies (b). Denote by M, the image of HO(P, O(yD))on in 
HO(P, O(nyD)). The implication “(b’) implies (b)” then follows from the 
assertion: Mz* = HO(P, O(nyD)). T o establish this last claim, recall that 
M** = f-)ht,=1 (Mn), . 12 B u no height one prime of R contains both zr and za , t 
,hence (M& = HO(P, O(nyD)), for each height one prime p of R. Since 
HO(P, O(nrD)) is reflexive by 2.6, we have Mz* = nht,=r (M,& = nht,=1 (HO(P, 
O(nyD)), = HO(P, O(nyD)). 1 
Remark. Let R be a factorial domain and M a torsion free R-module. For 
each integer n > 0 put 
M(n) = [S,n(M)]** 
where S,“(M) is the n-th symmetric power of M over R and [ ] * * is the second 
dual with respect to R. Let A = R @ &,O M(n). Costa and Johnson in [18] 
have shown that A is a factorial ring. The results of 2.7 suggest the following 
question: If  M is finitely generated over R, is A an R-algebra of finite type ? An 
affirmative answer will, of course, settle the Weitzenbock problem. 
We close this section with a sufficient (but not necessary) condition on the 
modules HO(P, O(nD)) which guarantees (WTE) for V, . 
For each integer n > 0 let C, C R be the ideal consisting of those elements a 
in R for which there is an f  in HO(P, O(nD)) whose leading coefficient is a, i.e. 
f= axIn + ... + a0 . 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose there exist an integer Y > 0 such that 1 E C, . 
Then (WTE) holds for V, . 
Proof. I f  1 E C, , write 1 = xi-r bjaj with aj E C,. and b, E R. For each j let 
f, E HO(P, O(yD)) be an element whose leading coefficient is aj . Then f  = 
C bjfj E HO(P, O(P, O(yD)) and has leading coefficient 1. We claim that the 
R-module Mn = image (HO(P, O(yD))@‘” - H’J(P, O(nyD)) is reflexive. As in 
the proof of Proposition 2.6 it suffices to show (zr , ~a) is a regular sequence on 
WI. 
Suppose that zr 1 g, g E M, . Write g = &,.x;’ + .** + b, . Then z1 ( b,, 
(since this must hold in k[B]). I f  h = g - b,, f n, then h E M, and zi 1 h. By 
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induction on degal( .) we assume h = qh with h’ E M,, . Then g = xr(bb,f” + h’). 
It follows that if zrg = z,h in M, , then h = x,h’, h’ E M, . So z, , x2 is M,- 
regular and M,, is reflexive. 
3. WEITZENBOCK'S PROBLEM VIA IDEAL TRANSFORMS 
In the last section we associated to the G,-module V a Pkl-bundle +: P -+ Y 
and a very ample (relative) cartier divisor D or P. In this section we want to 
investigate the property (WT) on V via the quasi-affine variety X = P - D 
together with its embedding in Spec B, B = R[x, y]/(qdx - zzdy - P). 
We begin by recalling the notion of the ideal transform of an integral domain 
(cf. [13, p. 411). Let B be an integral domain, 1 an ideal of B, and Q(B) the 
quotient field of B. The ideal transform of B by 1, denoted T(B, I), is defined 
as follows: 
T(B, 1) := {f E Q(B): fP C B, for some integer n}. 
THEOREM (Nagata [13, p. 491). Let 2 be an afine variety and F a closed 
s&scheme of 2. Let I be an ideal dejining F in B = I’(Z, 0,) and let X = Z - F. 
Then r(X, 0,) = T(B,I). 
In our case B = R[x, y]/(ax + by + c), where a = aId, b = -zpd and 
c = -P. The ideal I is aB + bB. Then A = k[V]Ga = r(X, 0,) = T(B, I). 
In general, we say the ideal transform T(B, 1) is$nite if there exist an integer 
m > 0 such that T(B, I) = {f E Q(B): flm C B>. The theorem below gives two 
conditions on the ideal aR + bR + CR of R each of which guarantees the 
finiteness of T(B, I). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a jinitely generated factorial k-algebra. Let a, b and c 
6e pairwise relatively prime elements of R and let B = R[x, yJ/ax + by + c. Let 
I C B be the ideal I = aB + bB. Assume that one of the following conditions hold: 
(i) If J = aR + bR + CR, then depth JR = 3 or 
(ii) The element c E R belongs to the ideal aR + bR. 
Then the ideal transform T(B, I) is jinite. Moreover, T(B, I) is a factorial 
domain. 
Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Consider the surjection R[x, y] -+7 B. If 
P C B is any prime minimal over I, then c E P and so there exist Q C R[x, y] 
containing J such that T(Q) = P. C onversely, if Q is any prime in R[x, y] 
containing a, b, and c, then T(Q) is prime and contains I. It follows that the 
primes in B minimal over I consist of precisely the images of those primes in 
R[x, y] minimal over a, b and c. Any such prime Q C R[x, y] is generated by 
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Q n R and so by (i) has depth three, It follows from [1 ; III, 3.101 that the depth 
of T(Q) is two and so depth, B = 2. Let 2 = Spec B and F = V(1). Let 
X=2--F and write X=X,uX,, where X,=2--a-1(0) and X,= 
2 - b-l(O). I f  Y = Spec R - V(& + bR), then the inclusion of R in B 
induces a morphism X --+4 Y. Write Y = Y, U Yb with Y, = Spec R - a-l(O) 
and Y, = Spec R - b-l(O). Then 4-i(YJ = Spec R[l/a][x, y]/(ax + by + c). 
But over R[l/a] ax + by + c = a(x + (b/a)y + (c/a).) Hence #-‘(Y,) N 
Spec R[l/a][y] s Y, x Al. Similarly, +-l(Yb) N Yb x A,l. It follows that X is 
locally factorial since R is factorial. 
Let 2’ be the normalization of 2. Then X is open in 2’. Since 2’ -+ Z is 
finite, and since Z - X = V(I) has codimension two in 2, 2’ - X has co- 
dimension two in 2’. It follows then from [13, p. 41, Remark 31 that T(B, I) = 
I-(X, 0,) = IyZ’, Oy) so is finitely generated over K, hence is finite. Finally, 
the Picard group and the class group of X coincide, since X is locally factorial. 
Since 2’ - X has codimension two in Z’, the class group of 2’ is equal to 
Pit(X) [cf. [3; IV, 21.131. But by [9], Pit(X) = {I} since Pit(Y) = 1. Hence 
T(B, 1) is a factorial domain. 
Now assume (ii) holds. Let c = aa + fib. Let w be the R-automorphism of 
R[x, y] determined by the assignments: 
x--+x--G? 
w: 
Y+Y--B 
We find that w(ax + by + c) = ax + by and we can assume c = 0. Let 4: 
Spec B + Spec R be the morphism induced by the inclusion R -+ B. Let Y be 
the open subscheme of Spec R defined in the first part of the proof. Then 
X = $-l(Y) = X, u X, just as above. Now, however, the functions b/a and a/b 
are transition functions on X, n X, over Y, n Yb and X is the total space of 
a line bundle on Y. As above, since codim(Spec R - Y) = 2, and R is factorial, 
Pit(Y) = 0. Thus X N Y x Ai. It is now immediate that r(X, 0,) = 
r(Y) @ K[Al] = R[t] is finitely generated over k and factorial. So once again 
T(B, 1) is finite and factorial. 1 
Lemma 1.5 of section 1 showed that (WTE) for V,, implies (WT) for V,, . 
We want to consider, briefly, the converse for the special case of ‘codimension 
one’ actions on V, . Recall (cf. [4; page 21) that the action of G, on V,, is a 
codimension one action if the set of fixed points for the G,-action on V, is a 
hyperplane. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V, be a codimension one G,-module. Then (WTE) holds 
for V,. 
Proof. Let h[V,] = h[x, ,..., x,]. Then, as in [4, p. 21, we can find a polyno- 
mial subalgebra S = K[y, ,..., yn-a , x,-i , xn] of h[V,,] such that 
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(a) k[Vs] is integral over S 
(b) S is G,-stable, each yi is invariant and t . x,-~ = x,-~ + cx(t)x, for 
each t E G, , where a(t) is an additive function on G, . 
Let V = Spec(S). Then V,, --t v hence, also V ---f v x W is finite. If 
x = v - V(x, ) 2 z ) and X = p x W - V(z, , x2), then also X -+ X is finite 
so, in particular, proper. Let X and X1 be the respective quotients of X and X. 
By lemma 1.3, the canonical morphism CC X -+ X1 is proper. Since X is quasi- 
affine, CJ must be quasi-finite (X contains no complete curves) hence u is also 
finite. It follows (cf. [3; III, 3.2.11) that r(X, 0,) = k[VIGa is finite over 
r(X, , Ox1) so is finitely generated over k provided r(X,O,l) is finitely generated 
as a k-algebra. It suffices then to establish (WT) for r x W. 
Now in this case the ring R is just k[y, ,..., yn-s , x, , z1 , x2 , h] by Proposi- 
tion 1.7. We next compute the relevant a, b and c of Theorem 3.1 for this special 
case. We have t * x,-~ = x,-~ + a(t)x, all t E G, . Write a(t) = CL, A@‘*, 
wherep = char k and the A, are in k. Then: 
Fl = qmxl _ f qWi - ( 
i=O 
G, = z;"xl - 1 zf’+(-y,)“‘x, . 
i=O 
It follows by a straightforward computation that 
= h[A,h~m-l + (ZIXZ)f]X, 
for some invariant f in k[z, , xa , k]. Note that a = z,““, b = zr and c are 
contained in the prime ideals (a1 , za , h) and (x1 , zs , x,) of R. It is easily seen 
that these are the only prime ideals of R minimal over UR + bR + CR and 
that each of them has depth 3. Theorem 3.1 then gives the desired conclusion. 
Remark. It is known that (WT) holds for V, under each of the following 
hypotheses: 
1. chark=O 
2. V, is a codimension one G,-module, char k arbitrary 
3. dim V,, = 3, char k arbitrary. 
The third case follows from method of Zariski which we discuss briefly in 
the next section. In any case, (WT) for V, implies (WTE) for V,, in cases 1 and 2; 
the first case because the characteristic of k is constant and the second by the 
proposition. It can be shown, using very special computations in positive 
characteristics, that if dim V, = 3, then (WT) for V, implies (WTE) for V, . 
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4. WEITZENBOCK’S PROBLEM VIA PROJECTIVE VARIETIES 
In [17] Zariski showed that the 14th Problem of Hilbert could be reinterpreted 
in the following manner. Given an algebraic group G and a linear action of G 
on a vector V, one can associate to the pair (V, G) a normal projective variety X 
and an effective (Weil) divisor D in such a way that the ring KIVIG can be 
exhibited as the ring of global sections of X - D. We shall use the notation of 
[7]. For X a projective normal variety and D an effective (Weil) divisor we set 
fix[D] = (fe K(X): (f) + nD > 0, some integer 71 > O}. 
It is immediate that a,[D] = r(X - D, 0,). J. Goodman in [6] and later 
Goodman and Landman in [7] studied some of the questions concerning fi,[D] 
raised by Zariski in [17]. In this section we interpret (WTE) for V,, in terms of 
the Zariski-Goodman-Landman methods. 
Let 2, = Spec R[x, y]. By [6], there exist a normal projective variety 2 
containing 2, as an open subscheme such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) D = Z - Z, is the support of a very ample effective cartier divisor, 
(ii) fiz[D] = R[x, y]. 
Let p, ,..., p, be the set of prime ideal in B which are minimal over I = 
aB + bB and have height one. Let Qr ,..., IQ8 be the corresponding prime 
ideals of R[x, y]. By Theorem 3.1 (proof), each Qi is minimal over J = aR + 
bR + CR and has depth two. Let Fl ,..., F, be the closed irreducible sub- 
varieties of 2 determined by Qr , . . . , Qs; i.e., Fi is the closure in Z of the relatively 
closed subset V(Q,) C Z,, . Let Z denote the result of applying successive 
monidal transformations (i.e., blowings-up) of Z with centers Fl ,..., F, . Let E 
be the exceptional (cartier) divisor on Z. Let X be the strict (or proper) transform 
in Z of the closure, say X, of Spec B C Z,, and let 5 X -+ X be the canonical 
morphism. Then every subvariety Fi n X of X is the image of some component 
of the (exceptional) divisor E = E . X on X. Let D = O*(D . X) and put 
D = E + D. It follows that Rx[D] = T(x - fi, Ox) = r(Spec B - V(I), 0,) 
.zz A. 
Now let Xi be the normalization of x and X,, the normalization of X. Then 5 
induces a morphism j: Xi + X,, which is birational and proper. By [2; III, 
2.3.71 (X, ,i) is isomorphic to the blow-up of X0 along a (not necessarily reduced) 
closed subscheme F, C X0 . However, by normality, codim F, > 2. Moreover, 
since X - 8 is normal, F,, is contained in the inverse image on X0 of Supp(D . X) 
u(F,nX)u ... u (F, n X). Let D, be the cartier divisor on X,, which is the 
inverse image of D . X. Let E1 ,.. . , E, be the prime divisorial cycles on X0 
whose images are the divisors F, n X. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let j,: Xl -+ X0 , F0 and D, be as above. If F, C Supp(D,), 
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then fix,&, + E, + *** + E,] is Jinitely generated over k, hence (WTE) holds 
for v, . 
Proof. Let L = Ox,(Do). Then L is very ample in X0 . Since F,, C Supp(D,), 
it follows (cf. [3; II, 4.6.121) that there exist a positive integer m such that 
L, = j*(L”) - El is effective and very ample on Xi where E, is the exceptional 
divisor on 1Yi . Let L, = v*(E . X) where Y: Xi --f X is the normalization map. 
Then by [3; II, 4.6.121, L, = L, @ Lly is effective and generated by the sections 
if Y > 0. But X, - Supp(L,) ‘v X0 - Supp[D, + El + ... + EJ. By [17; 
No. 41, r(X, - Supp(L,), O,l> is finitely g enerated over k and the proposition 
follows. 
We turn now to the variety X0 itself. By [17; No. 41, Rx,[Do + E, + ... + E,] 
is finitely generated if there exist integers n, , n, ,..., n, such that 1 n,D, + n,D, + 
... + n,D, 1 has no base points. The following proposition is a step in that 
direction, 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There exist positive integers n, , n, ,.. ., n, such that the 
complete linear system 
has no $xed components. 
Proof. First choose an integer n, such that 1 n,D, 1 is very ample. We claim 
that for each integer i, 1 < i < t there exist integers m, , si and an element 
fi E A such that (fi) + sgz,,D,, + El + ... + m,E, + ... + Et is effective and 
does not contain Ei as a component. Let B, be the integral closure of B in k(X,,). 
Ley PI ,..., & (m < t) be the height one prime ideals in B, lying over p, ,..., p, 
in B. Since Spec B, - Supp(D, + E, + ..* + E,) meets zi = 0, there exist a 
prime ideal q1 C B, containing x1 and distinct from a, ,..., & . It is not hard to 
see (cf. [13; p. 41 ff.]) that q1 = =,A n B, . Now fix an index i, 1 < i < m 
and choose an element f E q1 n 3, n ... n $,_I n j2+1 ... n pm. = jTL . Now 
f E $,(B,),, for all j + i. Let vuj , 1 < i < m denote the normalized valuation 
corresponding to the valuation ring (BJB, . Let Z, = inf,,i v3( f ). Note that by 
our choice off 1, > 0. Set fi = f/z:. Then z1 E pi(B,),i so vz(Fi) = -mi for some 
positive integer mi . For suitable si > 0 we then have 
(fJ + sp,,D, + E, + ... + miEz + ... + E, > 0 
and Ei is not a component of this divisor. 
Assume now that we have chosen such an fi ,..., fm for each i, 1 < i < m. 
I f  m = t then we take s = supl(si) and replace n, by n,s. Then / n,D, + m,E, + 
... + mzEL j will have the desired properties because n,D, is very ample. If  
m < t, then the divisors E,,, ,..., E, must all be components of the ample 
divisor D, and we can clearly find positive integers n, , n,,, ,..., n, such that 
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Dl = n,D, + nm+lDm+l + ... + ntDt is very ample and effective. Replacing D,, 
by D, in the above argument then yields the desired result. 
Remarks 1. Proposition 4.2 says that for suitable integers n, , n, ,..., n, the 
base locus of the complete linear system lies in the support of the very ample 
divisor n,D, . By 4.1 we see then that, essentially, the difficulty is that this base 
locus need not be the fundamental locus ofj: X1 -+ X0 . 
2. Note that if 4.1 holds we can conclude that X,, - Supp(D, + El + 
... + E,) is actually affine. Indeed, we have seen in the proof of 4.1 that there 
exist a cartier divisor L, generated by its sections with support equal to Supp 
(i~‘Po U El U ... u E,)). The divisor L, defines a morphism c#~,: X1 -+ PN 
such that U, = Xi - Supp L, = $$n’N - H) for some hyperplane H in [FDN. 
Since $Ls is proper this says U, is affine. But then j: Xi -+ X0 being proper 
impliesj(UJ = X,, - Supp(D, + E, + *.. + Et) is affine (cf. [3, II, 6.7.11). 1 
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